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The Ganesh Energies 

 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 
 
Sohrab (to ‘N’) – What do you know of the Ganesh Energies? 
 
‘N’:– They remove difficulties and obstacles; it’s a sharp, cleansing energy.  They contain 
wisdom, knowledge and blessings. 
 
‘G’: – I have had this question in my mind: is Ganesh a creation of the Collective?  
 
The Ganesh: Yes….let us examine these energies today, not from a religious or 
mythological point of view, but as they are NOW.  They facilitate NEW BEGINNINGS. 
 
The Ganesh Energy has chosen to become what you would call an ENERGETIC HUB. It 
is like a vast cosmic plug point that can access, and indeed does access, different 
energetic strands from around the universe, each one of a completely different 
vibration, frequency, resonance, texture and purpose.   
 
It harnesses these cosmic energies in accordance with the desire of the collective 
consciousness, merges them and radiates them outward to all on Planet Earth. 
 
This year it contains energies that facilitate NEW BEGINNINGS. 
 
Remember: you have access to this energy, at its fullest potential, during the next 10 
days. So use it, whether or not you believe in the festival.  It has nothing whatsoever to 
do with religion or belief.  It is simply being generated for all to access, if they so desire. 
 
It is currently facilitating great advancement in the fields of higher mathematics and in 
the scientific arena.  
 
The Ganesh Energy that has been released TODAY is flowing around the planet, 
smashing through closed minds, bombarding scientists and medical experts with new 
and innovative ideas and concepts, shaking up old belief systems, and benefiting 
humanity as a whole.  Thousands of aspects are being released, and will continue to 



flow freely over the next ten days.  Let us touch upon those which are of particular 
relevance to you. 
 
First – ENERGIES THAT AFFECT THE FAMILY UNIT.  
 
These will affect every single member of your close and extended family, shaking up old 
patterns, bringing up buried family issues, changing inter-personal relationships 
(particularly those which are disharmonious), and forcing situations to come to a head. 
Where there is already harmony; small, unresolved issues will be brought to your 
attention for examination and assimilation. 
 
These energies will force you to re-examine your family structure as well.  Are you the 
center point?  Are you in balance?  Do you wish to change the balance within the 
family? How do you wish to interact with other members?  You will HAVE to exercise 
your power. 
 
During the next few months, many youngsters will leave home, others will suddenly 
return home. Divorces and splits may occur, and similarly, reconciliations may also take 
place. 
 
Please note that when we speak of the family, we also refer to your domestic staff, your 
pets and your personal possessions within the home. 
 
The Ganesh energies will flood your homes…work with them, not against them, or else 
you will face explosive situations. The easiest way is to deal with the situations that 
arise, acknowledge what is coming up and to instantly work with it.  This does not 
require, as we said before, long periods of contemplation and deep sessions with self: it 
requires acknowledgement and instantaneous work and resolution.  
 
‘S’:  Is it the correct time, if you have family issues, speak to the persons concerned? Or 
to just clear the air for yourself?  
 
The Ganesh: You must ‘clear the air’, but how you do it will be the individual’s choice. 
Only you will be able to check (from within) whether verbal confrontation is 
appropriate, or whether, in fact, you need to do the opposite. This will differ from 
person to person, and from situation to situation. 
 
But, in general, this is a good time for openness, clarity, communication and resolution.  
Also remember that these energies will continue to flow, not just for these next ten 
days, but for the rest of the year. 
 
Second: The second and very important area that these energies will affect IS YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP WITH SELF: 
 



You will now face situations where you have no choice but to examine all aspects of self: 
those you adore, those you cannot stand, those you wish to improve upon, those in 
which you wish to shift focus.  You will have to examine and reassess every part of self, 
from your physical appearance to your mental, emotional and spiritual bodies. 
 
Some will create external ‘mirrors’ to examine self, others will do this directly from 
within self.  All your self-perceived ‘flaws’ and strengths will come to the fore. The 
instant you experience this, bless the Ganesh energies for the opportunity presented, 
and work with them.  Embrace self in all its glorious aspects. 
 
Group Member: The blueprint has been removed, there has to be resolution!  
 
‘N’: – Are the probabilities vibrating faster? 
 
The Ganesh: Yes.  
 
‘N’: Can you explain this please? 
 
The Ganesh: When you had a fixed blueprint, you had a series of probabilities that you 
could access, but you were limited by the confines of your own rigid blueprint.  Now 
that you are creating as you go along, your probabilities are limitless. 
 
‘N’: So we are re-creating it at every moment:  then there’s no stability, there’s just 
infinite possibilities. 
 
‘G’: – Yes, but ‘N’, what is the source? 
 
‘N’: The Source is me! 
 
The Ganesh: If you were to be given a transcript of this meeting before it began, and 
were then to attend it, you would grow bored.  You would know exactly what was 
coming next.  Your mental, creative and intuitive faculties would stagnate. 
 
It is much more fun, and much more challenging to link your energies with Sohrab’s, and 
to create the session together.  This way, you somehow ‘know’ what is coming next, but 
you still don’t know what is coming a half-hour later.  And yet, the meeting takes twists 
and turns, through a series of infinite possibilities and probabilities.  So does that make 
you insecure, or does that excite you? 
 
‘N’: Oh yes, it’s definitely exciting!   
 
The Ganesh:  You have lived for so many lifetimes within a rigid structure, now your 
own energies demand that you move beyond the confines of the cage of your own 



making. You want to open the door, and fly free.  You want to explore the unknown.  
You want to meet new challenges and garner new experiences. 
 
You all still have karmic baggage from the past, and personal choices of growth that you 
will and MUST continue to make; but now you will re-evaluate them from moment to 
moment, choosing new and exciting courses in which to explore them. 
 
‘S’: – Is that why some people who were planning to exit earlier this year, have deferred 
this? Perhaps because they still had unresolved issues, and wished to experience them 
differently? 
 
The Ganesh:  Those who chose to exit before the dissolution of the blueprint did so for 
certain growth reasons.  They are currently reassessing, in spirit form, whether or not 
they wish to reincarnate at a future date with or without a blueprint. Remember, time is 
not linear! 
 
But those who have chosen to stay have done so specifically as they wish to experience 
both sides of the coin: living with a structured blueprint, and then continuing to live 
without one. This is a multiplicity of earthly experience. We remind you once again that 
this is the first time in the history of Planet Earth that the blueprint has dissolved.  We 
remind you that Earth is currently in the center of the Universe, and all that occurs here 
must affect the rest of the Universe.  What an exciting time you have chosen to 
experience in Earthly form! 
 
Third: The third area that the Ganesh energies will work upon is the RESTRUCTURE OF 
PLANET EARTH herself. 
 
The Ganesh Energies, during this 10 day period, will flood and combine with the core 
centre of Planet Earth, releasing a series of energetic impulses that will start vibrating 
and pulsating outward.   
 
Just as you do, Mother Earth has ‘issues’ that she wishes to now clear, with the help of 
these new vibrations, with will originate from her, move through YOU, and be released 
into the Universe. 
 
You may wonder why you are also involved in this process.  It is simply a contract that 
you have undertaken, as a collective, to now start experiencing within yourself the 
issues that Planet Earth is undergoing, so that you bond with the Mother: truly, firmly 
and totally.   
 
For example, some of you may be experiencing dis-ease or pain, which does not 
individually belong to you, but is part of Earth’s release process.  Your energetic link 
with the Mother is at its strongest right now. 
 



You already know of your friend here (indicating Darshana), who is earthquake-
sensitive. 
Prior to any Earthquake, she gets intense headaches, and discomfort within her, and 
within a few hours an Earthquake of great magnitude is reported in the media.  
 
Many of you may now find yourself ‘sensitive’ to other such physical releases of the 
Mother.  Start to examine this in self, and correlate it to aspects occurring around you. 
 
‘D’: – Why is the core of the Earth slowing down? 
 
The Ganesh:  Would you like to share a little bit of this, before we speak?  
 
‘D’: – The magnetic, the electric current which is the driving force in the universe, when 
it slows down, starts becoming a black hole, so now I  need to know why should the 
Earth become a black hole?  
 
The Ganesh:  The Earth, as you already know, is at the current center of the Universe.  
All Universal ‘upgrades’ are taking place from this focal point. As earth’s chakras are 
merging, blending one into another, new and exciting energies from around the 
Universe are being drawn by Her for her growth and development.  She is upgrading her 
vibration and her resonance, her ‘pulse rate’. Though your scientists have noticed a 
‘slowing down’, it is, in fact, an irregular rhythm: at times speeding up, at times slowing 
down. This is bringing Earth into alignment with the new OM sound.  To do this, she 
naturally has to upgrade her frequencies. 
 
What is happening within her is exactly the same as has been described in previous 
sessions about your cellular structure: a black hole within a white hole. 
 
Understand that as she grows and mutates, so must you.  As you grow and mutate, your 
knowledge and wisdom expands. 
 
Those of you who attempt to hold onto your old structures only create resistance and 
disharmony within self.  It is rather like trying to cram yourself into clothes you have 
outgrown.  They will feel tight and uncomfortable, and at a point will split at the seams. 
That is why we keep urging you to ‘go with the flow’. 
 
Don’t be daunted at the prospect.  Your own consciousness is directing you how fast to 
go, where to shift, how much to shift, and you will only choose for self, that which is 
appropriate for you. Each ones’ speed and choices will be different.  No comparisons 
will be possible. 
 
Fourth: The fourth and last aspect we wish to touch upon today, facilitated by the 
Ganesh Energies, are the RADICAL CHANGES TAKING PLACE IN THE PHYSICAL BRAIN. 
 



We have already explained in the past about the merger taking place between the left 
and right brain, the masculine and the feminine, and the rewiring of you brains with the 
help of Universal friends. 
 
The Ganesh energies will rush into the brain and speed up the changes and processes.  
You may find yourself, particularly during the next ten days, feeling mentally confused, 
over-forgetful, or disoriented.  You may even chastise self for being so ‘stupid’ at times, 
and irritated that you cannot remember as you used to.  You may also find your mind 
churning at times, obsessing about things. Things you read may not make sense. 
 
This is but temporary:  acknowledge it and be gentle with self.  Relax your brain and 
allow the work to take place. We recommend that you do not initiate any vital project or 
business deal during these ten days. 
 
Group Member:  Would one feel tired as well? 
 
The Ganesh:  Very much so: it is the brain’s way of ‘cutting off’ so that regeneration can 
take place.  Questions? 
 
‘D’: – I am finding the ‘outside’ relatively normal, but the ‘inside’ is in turmoil. What can 
we do for this? 
 
The Ganesh:  We will speak to you of this privately.  But in general, what we 
recommend for all is that, for the next ten days, you live in appreciation of self.  You 
have drawn this to self, as you are ready for this upgrade.  Use it, appreciate it, enjoy it. 
 
Many of you, including him (indicating Sohrab) find the noise and crowd very distasteful.  
Begin to accept it, and understand that the people celebrating on the street USE the 
noise, the screaming, the dancing, and the shouting to open up self to the new energies. 
 
You don’t need to, they do.  So the next time you are caught up in a traffic snarl, 
facilitate the expansion of all those around you. Help them open up fully to their new 
level of vibration.  And use it to your own advantage as well!  Use the ‘mayhem’ to 
unblock areas of great resistance within self, within your family, within your domain. 
 
‘D’: – Is Ganesh an ET?  
 
The Ganesh: The Ganesh energies, today, are purely cosmic, and are a collective.  They 
come from various parts of the Universe, and constantly change frequencies, adding 
new strands to self.  They are recreating self, moment to moment, just as you are, to 
facilitate New Beginnings. 
 

BLESSINGS FROM THE GANESH 
BE THE MAGICIAN 


